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Walt Disney was fond of saying, "I only hope that we never lose sight of one thing: that it was all

started by a mouse." And so it is only appropriate that the mouse is incorporated into nearly every

aspect of the Disney parks and resorts. In some cases, Mickey's presence is obvious-as in the

Partners statue that stands in the center of the hub at the end of Main Street, U.S.A. But in other

cases, Mickey's influence is a bit more hidden. . . .So what exactly is a Hidden Mickey? Quite

simply, it's an artistic representation of Mickey that was intentionally placed amid the architecture

and design of the parks and resorts. Oftentimes it's the familiar three-circle shape of his ears and

head. Other times it might be a profile of his face or a full-body silhouette. Disneyland Guests with

keen eyes can tell you that Mickey pops up all over the resort, often in the most unexpected

places.With this resort wide scavenger hunt, you'll be guided toward each Hidden Mickey, first with

a general hint-if you're up for a challenge-and then with a very specific clue. It's so much

search-and-find fun, you might forget about your FastPass reservation for Big Thunder Mountain

Railroad!
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This is THE Hidden Mickey book to have. It has pictures of the Mickeys and as far as I know it is the

only one that does. I had another Hidden Mickey book that described them and told you where to

find them, but it had no pictures so I had trouble finding the Mickeys! But with this little book in hand

we have a blast searching AND FINDING all of the little gems hidden throughout Disneyland and



California Adventure.

This is a fascinating book about an aspect of the Disney theme parks I had no idea existed. Once

you have read this little guide I think you'll discover it will make your next visit to Disneyland much,

much more interesting. You can make a game out of locating as many "Mickeys" as possible and

reward a special prize to the family member who has the highest number. Even if you don't make it

a competition this will make you far more observant and you'll enjoy your park experience even

more. Read and enjoy this cool book that will open you eyes in a new manner....

We bought this book for my kids to look through on the plane trip to Disneyland this fall. When it

arrived in the mail I let them look through it and they were enthralled for hours, going through it

looking at all the hidden Mickeys. They were getting excited for when we will be going and keep

saying how they want to look for the Hidden Mickeys in person. The book is an easy read, pages

are nice and thick and glossy, and the photos are high quality. Overall, I am very satisfied with my

purchase!

Good book with nice pics, but it takes ALL of the fun out of looking for the Hidden Mickeys. I also

have the Yellow Hidden Mickey book that makes it sort of a game with hints on where to look. This

is our back up book if we cannot find a Mickey.

I took this book with us on our trip to Disneyland / California Adventure. My husband and I hadn't

been in 10 years so there were a lot of changes. This book was great to pull out while we were

waiting in line. It kept us busy which made the trip even more enjoyable.

What a great book to have if you are travelling to Disneyland or Disneyworld. You can get a map in

Tomorrowland and search for the Mickey's. When you complete it, you turn it into a store and get a

prize. How much fun for the kids. We've been home for 3 weeks now and my boys are still finding

"hidden Mickeys" everywhere we go.

Gave this to my Step mother for Mother's Day. She's a Disney fanatic. They are currently in

Disneyland and loving the book. They are using it to keep them occupied while waiting in lines.

Playing games of who can spot the Hidden Mickey's. Great fun!



Good info and easy to read. Looking forward to using it at Disneyland this fall.
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